
1973 Ford Mustang Mach I 

By Peter W. Pandolfi 

 

I have loved cars all my life.  Ever since I saw one at the New York Auto Show in 1959, I have 

wanted a Rolls-Royce.  So how did I wind up with a Mustang as my first collector car?  Well I 

was driving through Manassas on my way to look at a Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow, when I 

looked up a side street and saw a bright yellow Mustang with a For Sale sign on it.  I drove 

further down the road and said to myself that I will regret not looking at the Mustang.  I turned 

around and saw the gleaming fastback with black striping.  My oldest son has always loved this 

model and I thought it was the sleekest looking Mustang ever built. 

The year was 1999 and this 1973 Mustang had an asking price of $5,500 and appeared to be in 

good condition.  As sanity began to set in, I weighed my options.  Rolls asking price $14,000, 

Mustang $5,500; Rolls parts hard to find and expensive, Mustang available and reasonable; work 

on the Rolls with my son never going to happen, work on the Mustang with my son fairly likely.  

The Rolls didn’t add up, but the Mustang did.  I scrapped the Rolls idea yet again, never having 

gone to see it, and I copied the information to contact the Mustang owner. 

When my son and I arrived to test drive the Mustang, the car was rumbling at idle.  The throaty 

lope of the engine was pure music.  A short drive and a quick offer of $5,100 sealed the deal and 

the Mach I was mine.  What a steal, I thought. 

The next day was when reality hit.  First, the Mustang would not start.  I found out that the 

butterfly valves on all four barrels were rigged to be fully open.  Gas was constantly flooding in 

making the engine hard to start when cold.  A closer look at the interior revealed a worn carpet 

and a broken passenger side bucket seat.  It was being held upright by a block of wood.  This seat 

was actually the driver’s bucket and the previous owner had switched the two seats.  Getting out 

of the car and looking at my great purchase, I discovered the car was two shades of yellow with 

the front fenders and hood being a bright glossy color and the rest of the car a paler, more faded 

yellow.  I also discovered the engine was chained to the frame and the shock tower buttresses 

had been removed. 

It was not all bad news.  Other than the rigged Holey carburetor, the engine was in great shape.  

It was a 351 Cleveland V-8 with an aluminum Edlebrock performance intake manifold and high 

performance cam.  This was also a high optioned car with a center console, fold down rear seat, 

rear window defroster, deluxe interior, clock and a C6 automatic transmission.  It even had 

intermittent windshield wipers.  Completing the package was a front air dam, rear spoiler, 

NACA hood with lockdown hood locks and non-functional scoops.  All Mach I’s came with 

front disk and rear drum brakes. 

So now it was time to get to work.  I removed the broken bucket seat.  The seat frame had been 

split.  A used frame was located and a local upholstery shop redid the bucket seat.  It was 

returned to the driver’s side and the passenger bucket was reinstalled.  I found the shock tower 

buttresses, painted them flat black and installed them.  This greatly improved the handling.  I had 

the engine unchained and replaced the motor mounts.  A mechanic friend of mine rebuilt the 

carburetor and set the linkages correctly.  The car was now running well and my mechanic 

dubbed the car “The Beast”.  It was aptly named as my wife refused to drive the car.  She would 

say it was too loud, had too much horsepower, and too little visibility. 



She was right on that last point, I am not sure the other two objections are possible.  This 

Mustang was the biggest and heaviest Mustang made, beating out the 1971 and 1972 versions in 

length due to the mandatory for 1973 energy absorbing front bumpers.  Since the performance 

was downgraded for each of these three years, this car was more show than go.  The sleek design 

created huge blind spots on each side.  The tiny sports mirrors on both sides were of marginal 

help.  The rear window was huge but at such a raked angle, you were actually looking through a 

thin slit of window.  The raised hood for the air scoops was a challenge for shorter drivers to see 

over.  But it was a head turner and I loved driving it around. 

While stock Mach I’s that year could come with as little as 177 horsepower, with the 302 V-8, 

mine boasted 255 horsepower due to the larger engine and performance upgrades.  This car had 

Magnum 500 wheels which were no longer an optional wheel in 1973, but were readily 

available.  After a few years, I had the car repainted and restriped so the entire car was one color 

yellow.  I replaced the worn carpets and the pitted rear chrome bumper. 

Over my 13 years of ownership, I have taken this car to numerous local shows and have received 

a number of trophies and awards for it.  In 2004, I bought a 1931 Ford Model A town sedan for 

my wife.  Being an elegantly styled car, we named it Belle for Beauty and the Beast.  When we 

took the cars to a show we displayed them as Beauty and the Beast.  I truly enjoyed having the 

Mustang and sometimes miss it.  Sadly in 2012, I was forced to sell the car.  My health and joint 

problems made it too difficult and painful to get in and out of the low slung car.  The Beast will 

always be remembered.  As for Beauty?  Well that is another story. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


